HOW TO READ MISTY M. BELLER BOOKS AT YOUR LOCAL LIBRARY

WHY EBOOKS?
Libraries have varying budgets, but they all want to acquire reading materials that their patrons will
enjoy. Requests for prints books may be difficult to fulfill because they are relatively expensive and more
labor-intensive to catalog and shelve.
But ebooks are both affordable and easy to acquire. So while most of a library’s ebook budget will be
spent on the megabestsellers everyone wants, most public libraries are happy to accept patron
suggestions for their favorite authors and titles.

HOW IT WORKS
Ninety percent of libraries in the U.S. purchase ebooks and audiobooks through a vendor known as
OverDrive. Others may purchase through Bibliotheca, Baker & Taylor Axis 360, or Odilo, and many use
more than one. First, search for Misty Beller, then click on the book title.

If your library uses OverDrive, you will have noticed seeing either “OverDrive” or “Libby” on the
checkout screen when you borrow ebooks.
If your library uses OverDrive, you’re in luck! The simplest and most effective way to request an ebook is
to use OverDrive’s “recommend” function. It’s as easy as entering the title you’d like in the search bar,
then clicking on Recommend.
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IF YOUR LIBRARY DOESN’T USE OverDrive
There will be other means for patrons to recommend purchases. Search on the title of the book you
want in the screens you normally use to borrow ebooks. If your library doesn’t own the book, look for a
“recommend” or “request” option. If you don’t see one, check the help screens.
OTHER WAYS TO RECOMMEND
Most libraries now have searchable catalogs online for all of their materials. If you search on a particular
title in this local database and your library doesn’t own the book, your search may not return anything.
But most online catalogs have a recommend feature somewhere. If you can locate one of these, and it
allows you to enter extra information, be sure to mention that the book is independently published.
Some vendors, including OverDrive, will not include titles from smaller publishers in their main catalog,
which could make them difficult to find. But if your librarian knows where to look, they will find that all
my titles are available.
In addition to, or sometimes instead of, online methods, libraries usually have a paper form or
suggestions box available at the desk for handwritten patron recommendations. If you use this method,
include the author name and full title, and be sure to note if the book is independently published.
IF ALL ELSE FAILS…
Ask your local librarian! They are there to help you find good books. By recommending books you like
for purchase, you are helping other patrons to enjoy them as well.
What do I have available besides ebooks? All of my titles are available as both ebooks and trade
paperbacks, and some are also available as audiobooks. Check out the BOOK PAGE on my website to see
all of my books.
THANK YOU so much for reading!

